
Planets D6 / Orondia

Name: Orondia

Atmosphere: Breathable

Points of interest: Bounty Emporium, Koe's, Meteor Cafe,

Orondia Tours, The Pilot's Lounge

Description: Orondia was a desolate planet in the galaxy.

During the Clone Wars, Obi-Wan Kenobi, disguised as Rako

Hardeen, Cad Bane, and Moralo Eval were scammed into

stopping there when a Bith gave him only enough fuel to reach

Orondia, where his brother ran a fueling station.

Places of Interest

Orondia Filing Station

A filling station was located on the planet Orondia. Owned by a Bith, the station served as a fuel stop for

starships during the Clone Wars.

The filling station was a large refueling structure on the Orondia plains, featuring several starship berths

surrounding the central station.

Posing as the mercenary Rako Hardeen, Obi-Wan Kenobi purchased a ship from a Bith merchant in

Bilbousa on Nal Hutta, in order to assist Cad Bane in escorting Moralo Eval. The merchant ensured the

ship had only enough fuel to reach the filling station on Orondia owned by his brother. Upon arrival in

their Luxury 3000 space yacht, Eval paid the station owner and made for departure, but the crew was

spotted by Anakin Skywalker and Ahsoka Tano, who gave chase across the plains.

The Pilot's Lounge

The Pilot's Lounge was a destination for pilots in the galaxy. During the Clone Wars, the lounge featured

a live band every night and advertised at a Bith-owned fueling station on the planet Orondia. Years later,

during the reign of the Galactic Empire, The Pilot's Lounge advertised at Havoc Outpost, a shipping site,

and Horizon Base, an Imperial outpost. Advertisements for The Pilot's Lounge were written in Aurebesh

and featured illustrations of two Bith musicians and beverages.

Orondia Tours

Orondia Tours was a tourism company that was based on the planet Orondia at the time of the Clone

Wars.

Meteor Cafe

Meteor Cafe was a restaurant on the planet Orondia at the time of the Clone Wars. The cafe's logo

featured a meteor and the words "Meteor Cafe" in Aurebesh.



Koe's

Koe's was a restaurant on the planet Orondia at the time of the Clone Wars.

Bounty Emporium

Bounty Emporium was a store for bounty hunters active during the Clone Wars. It was established on the

world of Orondia, as well as in Pons Ora, a settlement on Abafar.
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